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On the privatisation of public spaces: ‘heavy showers of signs, bouts of railings, 
dreary facades, extreme reign’ spelt r e i g n. A weather report from Fourthland 
whose work I’ve only lately come to know; their activities as artists cannot fail to 
move and enliven thought. They are magic makers – among other things. 
Perhaps that is why although what they do is very much of the now, their use of 
myth, of ritualised activity, story telling and campaigns of slow laborious craft 
making, took me back, above all to the 10s, 20s and 30s of the last century, 
before art got any kind of organised state funding. This feeling of lost time 
recovered came over particularly strongly in Rosalind Fowler’s 16 mm film 
Breadrock that evoked, purely in my own mind I imagine, a Between the Acts 
world when pageants had a radical edge. Between the Acts was Virginia Woolf’s 
last book, appearing after her death in 1941, dominated by a pageant that ends 
remarkably. ‘You’ve no magic makers’ wrote Rolf Gardiner to Leonard Elmhirst 
after spending six months at Dartington in Devon in 1933. He was partly right – 
the Elmhirsts’ creation - Dartington between the wars - was a utopian community 
that nonetheless found a place for grubbing up hedges to create larger fields, for 
the factory farming of chickens, and for the artificial insemination of cattle – in 
short modern farming methods. There was also avant garde dance and studio 
ceramics and alternative schooling. It was a Utopia, therefore, which 
paradoxically turned to accountants to balance the books. Despite the great 
wealth of the Elmhirsts, it was decided that its projects should be made to pay. 
‘You have got everything pat and yet there’s an unhappy numbness in the result, 
a vacuum, a hollowness’, wrote Rolf Gardiner who was an organic farmer and 
forester. These are fragments of Gardiner’s long letter to Leonard Elmhirst: 
‘There is no magic quickened yet’ ‘of your collection of experts you needed to add 
an expert in social affection, an engineer of community – joy!’ ’Until you do so 
your community will be numerical and functional’ ’you’ve got no Ritual. Without 
some sort of ritual discipline – no community’. ‘banish the goblins of science and 
call in the fairies of magic’ ’There is only goodwill and goodwill is never enough’.  
 
Problematically Rolf Gardiner’s dissatisfaction with the then present of 1933 led 
him in odd directions – away from democracy for instance. After the Second 
World War he devoted his energies to the Soil Association, working for organic 
farming. In 1955 he wrote an essay ‘Britain in the year 2000: restoring the 
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nation’s substance’ addressed to the Soil Association. It s lost none of its 
relevance. Gardiner attacked  national investment in what he regarded as the 
wrong things – road building instead of railways and canals, TV and broadcasting 
dismissed as ‘dilutions of reality’,  nuclear energy without any thought of its 
dangers. He dismissed crude flood control in favour of biological valley control 
and head water arrestment ie planting trees and creating water meadows. In the 
building of schools he saw  instruction factories when they should have been 
workshops and playrooms. Gardiner was interested in so many things.  For 
instance he believed that when it came to music we had become passive 
consumers – something that had happened gradually over the 18th and 19th 
centuries. Like the much younger radical composer Cornelius Cardew he wanted 
to return music to us, something Cornelius put into action with his Scratch 
Orchestra in 1969 – an orchestra, as one member recalls, made up of clerks civil 
servants house wives and traffic wardens, students and lab technicians, 
computer analysts and teachers. We might disagree with Gardiner and see him 
as essentially a privileged ruralist, anti-urban figure, with his summer workcamps 
and harvest festivals in which music and dance sat alongside physical labour in a 
spirit that might be seen as neo-feudal. Or we might see him as a kind of artist, 
bringing people together, creating sociabilities – through, for instance, his night 
projects where he led overnight walks during the shortest days of the year – he 
got a lot wrong and he got some things right.  
 
So why am I thinking of Gardiner and his so-called Springhead Ring, or for that 
matter of organisations like Kibbo Kift or the interwar Distributist Movement or the 
Tolstoyan Whiteway  Colony in Gloucestershire or the left wing composer 
Michael Tippett’s production of opera for unemployed miners in Cleveland in the 
30s. Why those things in the context of today’s socially engaged art? It is 
because these historic figures on the left and the right in the 20s and 30s sought 
to give people agency, sought to involve marginalised groups, and to honour 
different kinds of knowledge. Modernity, urban life and its complex structures 
made that need seem great. Gardiner’s nature mysticism, his anti bureaucratic 
stance and his anti-academicism now seems partly remote and partly familiar – 
as a kind of anti-modernism that is also quintessentially modern. The scenes 
filmed by Rosalind fowler at Wenlock Barn Estate had something of improvisatory 
quality of those gatherings orchestrated by Gardiner and many others, often in 
the open air, provisional and contingent. 
 
I’ve long been thinking about some of issues that maybe relate to Fourthland’s 
activities because of a book I published in 2012 about the potter Michael Cardew, 
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father of Cornelius Cardew, whose life touched on other ways of living again and 
again. Michael’s mysterious observation ‘Will it not be possible to say that all 
beautiful work is the work done by the work itself’ hangs in my mind. And over the 
past year I have been assembling a reader for the Whitechapel series 
Documents of Contemporary Art. My reader is about Craft – at least its title is 
‘Craft’. I have taken that well-worn & often discredited word to mean ‘doing things 
in a different way’. The book begins with the words of the Arts & Crafts architect 
W R Lethaby. In 1922 he set out what he believed under 5 points – 
 
1 Life is best thought of as service.  
 
2 Service is first of all, and of greatest necessity, common productive work.  
 
3 The best way to think of labour is as art… By welcoming it, and thinking of it as 
art, the slavery of labour may be turned into joy.  
 
4 Art is best thought of as fine and sound ordinary Work. So understood, it is the 
widest, best and most necessary form of culture. 
 
5 Culture should be thought of as not only book-learning, but as a tempered 
human spirit. A shepherd, ship-skipper or carpenter enjoys a different culture 
from the book-scholar, but it is nonetheless a true culture.  
 
Lethaby’s ideas about honouring different cultures runs through this Whitechapel 
reader as it does through much 20th & 21st century alternative thought – to value 
cultures outside the academy and outside your immediate geopgraphy, the oral 
rather than the written, tacit rather than explicit knowledge as exemplified by the 
rich often wordless culture of the workshop. The inexplicit needs friends in a 
world where, thanks to new media and an audit culture, everything has to be 
made explicit and externalised. As Jean-Françoise Lyotard put it back in 1979, in 
his astonishingly prescient The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, 
‘anything in the constituted body of knowledge that is not translatable into digital 
language will be abandoned… Knowledge is and will be produced in order to be 
sold…Knowledge will cease to be an end in itself’. We have reached that point 
now most certainly. 
 
Many of the passages that I chose for the Whitechapel reader honour tacit 
knowledge and show modern men and women turning to it, trying to retrieve it, or 
work with it or learn from it. There is John Berger writing about the folk 
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manufacture of wooden birds that hang or perhaps used to hang, in houses all 
over peasant Europe; there is Rainer Maria Rilke noting that he learnt most 
simply by watching a ropemaker at work in Rome, and by watching a potter in a 
small village on the Nile, both outfacing what he learnt from Rodin or from 
studying the art of Cézanne. Another more recent example I included was linked 
to the Italian design and architecture group Superstudio. In the 1970s one of its 
members, Alessandro Poli, conducted research into the life and work of a single 
Tuscan peasant Zeno Fiaschi.It was part of Poli’s search for ‘countermodels’ of 
knowledge, for alternative ways of living and planning, bypassing official rules, & 
official architecture. Zeno the peasant showed a way, completely self sufficient in 
his workshop with tools he had created, in his own reality, sustaining an ancient 
culture into modern times. His aesthetic was not based on consumer society but, 
Polli noted, employed other rules ‘difficult to decipher and identify’.  
 
The craft way can be a way of resistance and a section of the reader was 
devoted to examples of political resistance – like using the slow work of spinning 
and weaving as protest against British textile imports in Mahatma Gandhi’s India.  
But politics can manifest itself less straightforwardly: in Thread of Attachment the 
film maker Claire Pajaczowska writes about children playing cat’s cradle ‘an 
architectonic of tensile string is built between the hands’ - ’the second child slides 
her hands in vertically and makes a deft manoeuvre that allows her to take 
possession of the entire superstructure within her own hands’ ‘something of 
meaning that is done for the fun of it.’  
Making as a way of by-passing the monetisation of knowledge floats up in the 
work of the American artist Theaster Gates. Talking about his projects that bring 
people – choirs, sanitary ware workers, museum docents - together in various 
ways Gates explains ‘While I love making, I don’t think my preoccupation is 
actually about making. I think my interest is in the way production can make 
deeper the relationships between people who don’t normally hang out’.  
 
Artists can do that stuff as my reader tries to suggest. They don’t, however, 
always stay around and nurture their socially engaged projects. Sometimes they 
put art as a discrete object first, not least because the art market is ruthlessly 
driven by a money imperative that desires to consume objects. Nothing 
completely wrong with that. Artists have to survive. But this seems to me to be 
where Fourthland appears especially of interest. They do make objects but they 
also stay around. And they keep groups of people involved over long periods of 
time. Here some of the Fourthland strategies for bringing people together remind 
me of trickster folk tales, of the kind found all over Europe. One example is the 
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famous tale of stone, or axe or nail soup, which I am sure you all know. Returning 
pilgrims or soldiers or simply hungry travellers arrive in a village of hostile 
inhabitants. By boiling up stones or axes or nails with water in a big pot in the 
main street they attract the villagers’ attention and interest. We are making a 
delicious soup and you can share it if you put in a little something – a potato or 
some herbs or a piece of bacon. Credulous villagers you may say! But I think we 
all want to be credulous. We all want to be involved and we all want some of that 
stone soup.  


